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— CHARCOAL BASKETS & GRILLING GRATES —

 ACCESSORIES & UPGRADES
 In our world this qualifies as bling.

The Firebox Charcoal Basket for your o�set pit will allow you to burn charcoal for up to 8 hours in your o�set 

smoker with minimal e�ort. To use the basket, simply drop it into the bottom of your firebox with the wood 

grate removed, fill it with unlit charcoal, add lit charcoal to the damper end of the firebox, and adjust your 

dampers so that your pit is cooking at the desired temperature.

· Charcoal basket fit is 10" x 10" x 10"   for your 16” firebox.

The Firebox Charcoal Basket for your o�set pit will allow you to burn charcoal for up to 8 hours in your o�set 

smoker with minimal e�ort. To use the basket, simply drop it into the bottom of your firebox with the wood 

grate removed, fill it with unlit charcoal, add lit charcoal to the damper end of the firebox, and adjust your 

dampers so that your pit is cooking at the desired temperature.

· Charcoal basket fit is 13" x 12” x 10" for your 20" firebox.

The Firebox Charcoal Basket for your o�set pit will allow you to burn charcoal for up to 8 hours in your o�set 

smoker with minimal e�ort. To use the basket, simply drop it into the bottom of your firebox with the wood 

grate removed, fill it with unlit charcoal, add lit charcoal to the damper end of the firebox, and adjust your 

dampers so that your pit is cooking at the desired temperature.

· Charcoal basket fit is 16x12x10 for your 20" XL firebox.

The Firebox Charcoal Basket for your o�set pit will allow you to burn charcoal for up to 8 hours in your o�set 

smoker with minimal e�ort. To use the basket, simply drop it into the bottom of your firebox with the wood 

grate removed, fill it with unlit charcoal, add lit charcoal to the damper end of the firebox, and adjust your 

dampers so that your pit is cooking at the desired temperature.

· Charcoal baskets fit 19x14x12 for your 24" firebox. 

Standard Firebox Charcoal Grate is a replacement part for the 16" x 18” Firebox.  Built extra strong to endure 

direct fire for many, many hours of use. This piece fits directly into the firebox and is not built for cooking, just 

for raising your fire up to allow airflow. Place your charcoal and wood directly on this grate.

· Grate measures 9" wide by 16" long

· Made from #6 x 1-1/2” expanded metal

16" Firebox Charcoal Basket 

20" Firebox Charcoal Basket 

20" XL Firebox Charcoal Basket 

24" Firebox Charcoal Basket 

16 Standard O�set Smoker Firebox Charcoal Grate

SKU: CHA BAS 16

SKU: CHA BAS 20

SKU: CHA BAS 20 XL

SKU: CHA BAS 24

SKU: LOG STD GRA 16
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Standard Firebox Charcoal Grate is a replacement part for the 20" x 22” Firebox.  Built extra strong  to endure 

direct fire for many, many hours of use. This piece fits directly into the firebox and is not built for cooking, just 

for raising your fire up to allow airflow. Place your charcoal and wood directly on this grate. 

· Grate measures 12" wide by 20" long.

· Made from #6 x 1-1/2” expanded metal

Standard Firebox Charcoal Grate replacement part available for the 24" x 24” Firebox.   Built extra strong  to 

endure direct fire for many, many hours of use. This piece fits directly into the firebox and is not built for 

cooking, just for raising your fire up to allow airflow. Place your charcoal and wood directly on this grate.

· Grate measures 17" wide by 24" long

· Made with #6 x 1-1/2”  expanded metal

— CHARCOAL BASKETS & GRILLING GRATES —

Heavy-duty Firebox Charcoal Grate is a replacement part for the 16" x 18” Firebox. Built extra heavy with an additional 

½” bar to endure direct fire for many, many hours of use. This piece fits directly into the firebox and is not built for 

cooking, just for raising your fire up to allow airflow. Place your charcoal and wood directly on this grate.

· Grate measures 9" wide by 16" long

· Made with  #6 x 1-1/2” expanded metal and 1/2" round bar edge

Heavy-duty Firebox Charcoal Grate is a replacement part for the 20" x 22” Firebox.  Built extra heavy  with an 

additional ½” bar to endure direct fire for many, many hours of use. This piece fits directly into the firebox and is not 

built for cooking, just for raising your fire up to allow airflow. Place your charcoal and wood directly on this grate.

· Grate measures 12" wide by 20" long

· Made with  #6 x 1-1/2” expanded metal and 1/2" round bar edge 

Heavy-duty Firebox Charcoal Grate is a replacement part for the 24" x 24” Firebox.   Built extra heavy  with an 

additional ½” bar to endure direct fire for many, many hours of use. This piece fits directly into the firebox and is not 

built for cooking, just for raising your fire up to allow airflow. Place your charcoal and wood directly on this grate.

· Grate measures 17" wide by 22" long

· Made with  #6 x 1-1/2” expanded metal and 1/2" round bar edge

20 Standard O�set Smoker Firebox Charcoal Grate  

24 Standard O�set Smoker Firebox Charcoal Grate

16 Heavy-duty  O�set Smoker Firebox Charcoal Grate

20 Heavy-Duty O�set Smoker Firebox Charcoal Grate 

24 Heavy-Duty O�set Smoker Firebox Charcoal Grate   

SKU: LOG STD GRA 20

SKU: LOG STD GRA 24 

SKU: LOG HD GRA 16

SKU: LOG HD GRA 20

SKU: LOG HD GRA 24 
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— CHARCOAL BASKETS & GRILLING GRATES —

When it is time for burgers, dogs, and wings, your o�set smoker can grill-up perfection with a charcoal grate 

designed specifically for your Texas Original Smokers wood pit. This expanded metal grate fits into the 

cooking chamber of your smoker and provides the ideal surface for cooking with charcoal and that classic 

backyard flavor.

Available Sizes

· For 16” diameter smokers | SKU: CHA GRA HOR 16
9” x 30” #6 grating

· For 20” diameter smokers | SKU: CHA GRA HOR 20
12” x 32” #6 grating

· For 24” diameter smokers | SKU: CHA GRA HOR 24
15” x 36” #6 grating

Charcoal Grate for Horizontal Cook Chamber


